
Superintendent’s Update
Wednesday, December 16, 2020

Today was the 61st day of learning for the Dedham Public Schools.  Remember, the last day of school before
our December break is Tuesday, December 22. The break from school starts on Wednesday, December 23.

Last week every elementary school conducted parent-teacher conferences on Wednesday, December 9.  The
virtual format this year actually resulted in slightly higher parent participation rates, and while exhausting and
sometimes technologically challenging, by all accounts these were a huge success.  This is one additional skill
forced upon us by the pandemic that may actually help us in the long run as we now have this as an option for
parents in the future that we previously would have never considered.

The Committee is likely aware that I have posted two messages to the community in the past two weeks about
our ongoing work in the district.  Those messages are available below based upon the date they were sent:

12/7/20
12/15/20

The feedback surveys for parents, faculty/staff, and students (Gr. 6-12) are ready to be distributed. These will
be sent via our PANORAMA learning platform and will be anonymous. These DRAFT surveys are in your
folder.  I have shared these with the DEA to seek their input and we have refined the original surveys based
upon some of this feedback.  I expect these to be distributed before Friday this week.

Over the past two weeks I have tried to spend time visiting our elementary classrooms and during those visits I
have heard from many of our teachers and observed the challenges of the hybrid learning model.  I have become
further convinced that we need to develop a way to get our youngest learners (more specifically, our Grade 1
students) into in-person learning.  I have asked our elementary principals and Dr. Kelly to develop plans for this
possibility that comply with our current MOA.  We will be discussing the challenges to this plan in the next
several weeks and I hope to report back to the committee at our next meeting on January 6.

Many of you likely have been following the Board of Education’s most recent meeting yesterday when the
Board voted to endorse emergency changes to the Student Learning Time regulations.  These new regulations
dictate the number of hours of synchronous or in-person instruction over a 2-week period.  All districts were
required to audit their time on learning and these hours were submitted to DESE.  The threshold for compliance
is now 35 hours over a 2-week period for a hybrid model and 40 hours over a 2-week period for a remote
learning model.  About one-third of school districts currently do not meet this requirement and will have to
change their schedules to comply.  Dedham is in good shape and our evaluation from DESE can be seen HERE.

I am happy to answer any questions the Committee may have.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l2VPAMuai9Q91upGZ1DBuBsesGqhjcaxKHxBx1McHJ4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ciZ8OW4fTo5PIQgJRN6EIrW-KiegA6h4oX32rwqIjHM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AZR7g98k6qu11QarhxLToRza2LI18fWh?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AZR7g98k6qu11QarhxLToRza2LI18fWh?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NF_ZdZBNCE8Q55UW8MeDeRTn5oH2immw/view?usp=sharing

